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The need to differentiate between real and virtual disappears: who you are ceases
to be a singular identity as we each have a multiple ‘cocktail identity’ portfolio.
%WXLI[SVPHFIGSQIWMRGVIEWMRKP]³EP[E]WSR´ ERH
³EP[E]WGSRRIGXIH´ EKVS[MRKRYQFIVSJYWQEREKI
SYVXMQIF]HIZIPSTMRK³QYPXMTPIMHIRXMXMIW´[LMGLEVI
ZEVMSYWP]YWIHEGVSWWSYV[SVOERHWSGMEPPMZIW -XMW
quite common today for one individual to have several
IQEMPEHHVIWWIW¯SRIJSV[SVOERSXLIVJSVLSQI
ERHERSXLIVXMIHMRXSSRISVQSVIWSGMEPRIX[SVOW
we could also have a couple of phone numbers and
WIZIVEP TVS½PIW SR8[MXXIV *EGIFSSO ERH XLI PMOI
0SSOMRK JSV[EVH EW XLI RYQFIV SJ JSVQW SJ [LS
we are and groups we may belong to increases, we
can expect things to get even more complex. While
some see a single universal persona existing across
multiple platforms and social interactions, others
WII E JEV QSVI JVEKQIRXIH ETTVSEGL FIMRK XEOIR
Whatever the case, the growing challenge lies in
understanding which or who is the real you.
%W 4VSJIWWSV 1MOI ,EVH] SJ XLI &VMXMWL 'SYRGMP
highlighted in his initial view on the future of
identity:
“The ‘dealing-with-multiple-identities’ challenge is
PMOIP] XS FIGSQI QSVI GSQTPI\ ERH QSVI WMKRM½GERX
As our world becomes smaller through migration and
mobility, both virtual and real, it may be that people
and groups will express themselves more insistently
through multiple rather than single identity lenses. So it
will be the particular ingredients of the ‘cocktail identity’

XLIGSQFMREXMSRSJTIVWSREWERHXLIMVGSRWIUYIRGIW 
[LMGL[MPPFIXLIQSVIWMKRM½GERX,S[[MPP[ITVSXIGX
and respect apparently contradictory and multiple
identities? Will it be through identity personas that we
HI½RISV[MPPMXFIJVSQERMRXIKVEXIHWIXSJZEPYIW#²
-R SRI [SVOWLST XLI GSQQIRX [EW QEHI XLEX
³*EGIFSSOERHWMQMPEVWSGMEPRIX[SVOWEPPS[TISTPI
to customise multiple online identities around
XLIQWIPZIW ¯ MX MW FIGSQMRK XLI RSVQ´ -R ERSXLIV
XLMW [EW FVSYKLX XS PMJI F] E ]IEVSPH KMVP [LS
LEH X[IRX]WIZIR *EGIFSSO TVS½PIW ERH XLMW [EW
seen to be typical in her peer group: one was the
TVS½PIXLEXLIVTEVIRXWERHXIEGLIVWGSYPHWIIERH
XLISRIXLEXMRJSYV]IEVW´ XMQI[SYPHFIZMWMFPIXS
the universities she hoped to attend; another was
WTIGM½GEPP] JSV MRXIVEGXMRK [MXL LIV WGLSSP JVMIRHW
ERH]IXERSXLIV[EWLS[WLIOITXLIVVIPEXMSRWFEGO
MR4EOMWXERYTHEXIH;LMPIXLIWIXLVIIEPPTVSZMHIH
HMJJIVIRXXEOIWSRXLIWEQITIVWSRERH[IVIGPIEVP]
designed to share different aspects of her life to
XEVKIX EYHMIRGIW LIV SXLIV X[IRX]JSYV TVS½PIW
[IVIEPPQEHIYTERHVERKIHJVSQE]IEVSPHFS]
XSE]IEVSPH[SQER )WWIRXMEPP]XLIWIEVIWSGMEP
experiments in which, for instance, she is pretending
XSFIE]IEVSPHMR7ER*VERGMWGSE]IEVSPHMR
Paris or just someone else she has dreamt up who
lives in her street. The girl in question is quite clear
[LMGLMWXLIVIEPLIVERH[LMGLMWQEOIFIPMIZIFYX
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This was brought to life by a 14-year-old
girl who had twenty-seven Facebook
TVS½PIWERHXLMW[EWWIIRXSFIX]TMGEP
in her peer group.
how can anyone in the outside world see who she
EGXYEPP]MW#-JEGSQTER][ERXIHXSQEVOIXTVSHYGXW
to her, then which of her multiple identities would
they focus on? As she and similar people go to
YRMZIVWMX] ERH IRXIV XLI [SVOTPEGI [MPP XLI] LEZI
more or fewer identities? Will managing so many
JEOIMHIRXMXMIWFIGSQIXSSI\LEYWXMRK#;MPPXLI]EPP
QIVKIMRXSSRIGSGOXEMPSV[MPPXLI]FIOITXWITEVEXI
as multiple parallel faces to the world?
-JXLMWMWRSXGSQTPMGEXIHIRSYKLXLIR[IEPWSLEZI
an underpinning shift occurring in some areas as a
GSRWIUYIRGISJVMWMRKQMKVEXMSREW1MOI,EVH]EPWS
suggested, ‘as the diaspora space grows, it provides
EPMROFIX[IIRMHIRXMX]LMWXSV]ERHRS[©-HIRXMX]
in a diaspora space or location develops as an
ongoing process that can change with situations and
I\TIVMIRGIW´%WTISTPIQSZIJVSQSRIGSYRXV]XS
another, they retain their homeland identity but also
merge it with their new home – and so become
-XEPMER%QIVMGER SV 0SRHSR-VMWL 7SQIXMQIW XLMW
WLMJXLETTIRWUYMGOP]FYXRSXEP[E]W3RIGSQQIRX
from the programme pointed out that ‘identity
EGVSWWFSVHIVWMWXLIXVYIRIIH´%RSXLIVLMKLPMKLXIH
XLMW [IPP MR XLEX³MR *VERGI [I LEZI E FVSEH MR¾Y\
of North African migrants that gradually assume a
Moroccan-French, Tunisian-French or similar identity.
&YXXLMWX]TMGEPP]XEOIWXLVIISVJSYVKIRIVEXMSRWXS
HIZIPST=IW [IQE]FIGSQI4EVMWMERQSVIUYMGOP]
XLER XLEX FYX EX E JYRHEQIRXEP PIZIP - WII XLEX

national identity is something we hold on to for as
long as possible. Children may be comfortable with
FIMRKJSVIQSWX4EVMWMER FYXXLI][MPPWXMPPXEPOQSVI
EFSYX XLIMV KVERHTEVIRX´W LIVMXEKI X[S SV XLVII
KIRIVEXMSRWEJXIVQSZMRKXS*VERGI´ +SMRKJSV[EVH
as people from different nations move around and
settle a long way from their homeland, the diaspora
QM\[MPPMRGVIEWIERH[MXLMXXLIEWWSGMEXIHMR¾YIRGI
on our self-identity.
We also have to consider the impact of increasingly
global common interest groups with which people
align their priorities. Whether cause-related (eg,
+VIIRTIEGI  FIPMIJ FEWIH IK 'LVMWXMER -WPEQMG 
WTSVXW SVMIRXIH IK &SWXSR 6IH 7S\  SV PMJIWX]PI
HVMZIR IKWTMVMXYEPSVKERMGJSSHSVKE] XLIKVS[XL
of the internet has enabled people all over the world
to connect and become a community. Many of the
connections between the new tribes and clans are
MRGVIEWMRKP] GVSWWFSVHIV MR REXYVI ERH MR¾YIRGI
and so are adding another dimension to the growing
identity smorgasbord that we can assemble.
0SSOMRK EX XLI HIGEHI ELIEH TISTPI LEZI LEH
alternative views of how this could all play out. At
one extreme, some see that we will have the option
to inhabit a world where multiple faces to external
communities are presented as a coherent mix: in the
³]SYRMZIVWI´IZIV]XLMRKXLEXGERFIMWGIRXVIHEVSYRH
XLIMRHMZMHYEP 2IX[SVOW MRJSVQEXMSR MHIRXMXMIWERH

Identity in a diaspora space or location
develops as an ongoing process
that can change with situations and
experiences.
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In the ‘youniverse’, everything that can
be is centred around the individual.
Networks, information, identities and
relationships are all presented and
seen solely through the lens of personal
TVS\MQMX]ERHMR¾YIRGI

relationships are all presented and seen solely through
XLIPIRWSJTIVWSREPTVS\MQMX]ERHMR¾YIRGI%W[EW
WYKKIWXIH MR ER 0% [SVOWLST³HIZIPSTQIRXW WYGL
EW*EGIFSSO'SRRIGXERH3TIRKVEJX[MPPEKKVIKEXI
]SYV±PMOIW²ERHQEOI]SYVMHIRXMX]QSVITSVXEFPI´
At the other end of the spectrum, some see further
fragmentation of identity on the horizon to a point
where we manage our relationships, interests and

hence our multiple identities in isolation of each
other. The coherence is less visible to others, and
even to ourselves, but, at heart, still represents an
amalgam of who we are.
'SGOXEMP MHIRXMXMIW EVI LIVI XSHE] ERH LMKLP] PMOIP]
to increase in the future in both nature and scope.
Alongside the identities we create and manage,
whether in the real world or online, additional layers
FEWIHSR[LEXSXLIVWXLMROERHWE]EFSYX[LS[I
EVI[LEX[IXLMROERH[LEX[IHS[MPPMRGVIEWMRKP]
be publicly available: professional and amateur
critiques on top of and around the real you.
And so we are left with a two-part question. Will
[I GSRXMRYI XS FI LETT] [MXL XLMW GSGOXEMP SJ
information about who we are? Or, would it be
IEWMIV ERH QEOI YW LETTMIV XS WMQTP] GSRWSPMHEXI
IEGLSJSYVQYPXMTPIMHIRXMXMIWFEGOMRXSSRIERHWS
VIHMWGSZIVXLI³VIEPQI´#
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